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Relativistic component of chemical shift of Uranium X-ray emission lines
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Abstract
Twelve most intensive hard X-ray emission lines belonging to two multiplets (2p-3d and 2p-4d) and three doublets (2s-3p, 2s4p, and 2p-3s) of the uranium L-series were studied by using a precise crystal-diffraction X-ray spectrometer. Chemical shift
(CS) values were obtained for the first time for uranium (VI) oxide and uranium fluoride with respect to uranium (IV) oxide.
The first attempt was made to separate CS of hard X-ray lines of an actinide atom into two components: the non-relativistic CS
part characterizing the charge distribution of valence electrons between the atom and its partners in chemical bonding and the
relativistic part reflecting the effects which are not related to electron removal from the atom. A method for calculating the
relativistic CS component is proposed. It is concluded that it is the relativistic component that provides information about the
changes in the valence state of the actinide atom in a compound. On the basis of model Dirac–Hartree–Fock calculations, it is
shown that in the case of the uranium atom the relativistic component of CS is a direct consequence of intra-atomic electrons
redistribution between 5f7y2- and 5f5y2-split levels of the uranium atom fine structure without changes in its charge state.
䊚 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The chemical behavior of actinide atoms (in particular, that of uranium) is determined by valence nlelectrons of three types: 7s, 6d, and 5f. Although the
bond energies of these electrons are almost equal, their
wave-functions differ greatly in distribution in the radial
direction w1,2x. It can be said that the 5f-electrons have
an only core arrangement in the atom. Therefore, when
actinides chemical bonding is studied, several questions
should be raised: (1) the possibility and form of 5felectrons participation in chemical bonding; (2) the
necessity for taking into account the splitting of valence
levels of the atom into two sublevels nlq and nly with
total angular momentum jsl"1y2 because of the relativistic effect of spin-orbital splitting (SOS) w3–5x; (3)
the energetic stabilization of the specific chemical state
of the heavy atom due to fine effects of electron density
redistribution on valence orbital; (4) the possibility of
independent participation of split subshells in chemical
bond formation. One of the methods of modern precise
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spectroscopy capable of providing a correct description
of chemical bonding process is the chemical shift (CS)
method of X-ray emission lines, i.e. the change in their
energy when the chemical state of the emitting atom is
changed w6,7x.
2. Experimental
Chemical shifts of X-ray emission lines of the Lseries of uranium were measured with a 2-m crystaldiffraction spectrometer of Sumbaev’s construction
w8,9x, focused by Couchois w10x. A detailed scheme of
the instrument is shown in Fig. 1. A 0.3-mm thick
quartz crystal curved in the shape of a part of the
cylinder with a 2000-mm radius was used as a monochromator. Adjustment to a certain line with a wavelength l was done with the aid of an optical angle
meter by counting the required angle u according to the
Wulf–Braggs’ equation:
nls2d sinu,
where n is the reflection order (ns1), d is the
interplanar spacing of the reflecting surfaces of the
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spectrometer resolution calculated by using the Ka1-line
of tin as the ratio of experimentally observed width of
the emission line at half-height G to its energy is 10y5.
3. Theoretical

Fig. 1. X-ray spectrometer: (1) a focal point; (2) mirror-equivalence
position; (3) optical angle meter; (4) quartz monochromator; (5) sample; (6) rotating cassette; (7) Roentgen tube; (8) collimator; (9) stepmotor-driven micrometer; (10) the lever; and (11) scintillation
detector.

˚ and u is the diffraction
monochromator (ds1.81674 A),
angle.
Each sample was powdered, mixed with polystyrene
powder and pressed into a tablet, 20 mm in diameter.
Fluorescent (secondary) X-ray emission of samples was
excited by a combination of bremsstrahlung and characteristic (primary) radiations emitted by a vanadium
anode of the Roentgen tube operating at 46 kV and 44
mA. The radiation was decomposed with a quartz
monochromator, adjusted to the selected X-ray line, and
was recorded with the aid of a scintillation detector on
the basis of a NaI(Tl) crystal. Line scanning was carried
out discretely (18–32 points per line) with different
pitch for each line by a turning monochromator on 2–
10 angle seconds with a step-motor-driven micrometer.
Line intensity measurements at each point were carried
out successively for all samples by their successive
introduction into the primary beam. To compensate for
optical aberration effects and the effects of external
factors, the experiment was repeated many times. The
obtained results were averaged.
The mathematical processing of the spectra (determination of the position of the line maximum and of its
natural width) included the approximation of experimental data by the convolution of the Lorentzian function describing the true form of the X-ray line and the
Gaussian function describing the widening of this line
due to the mosaic structure of the monochromator
w11,12x.
An absolute error in the determination of the line
shift attains 1 meV, and the relative precision in its
sE
f 10y8 (where sE is the meandetermination is
E
square error in the determination of line energy E). The

It is known that X-ray emission spectra appearing
during the transition between the deepest electron levels
make it possible to obtain reliable information about the
chemical (charge, valence, magnetic, etc.) state of the
emitting atom in a molecule or a solid w6,7x. CS of hard
X-ray emission lines can be applied to evaluate the
effective atomic charge w13x, as a sum of partial contributions of nl-valence electrons (Qnl) participating in
chemical bond formation. In other words, the perturbation of atomic system during chemical bonding is
simulated by the distribution process of valence electron
density between the atoms forming a molecular system
(or a solid) w14x. In theory, the CS of the i-th X-ray
line (d(i)) is related to the population of nl-valence
orbitals by the dependence of the general type:
d(i)sf(i) (Qnl),

(1)

where Qnl is the change in the population of nl-orbitals
of the atom with respect to its reference state. For
example, in the case of (ny1)d-transition elements
(neglecting the participation of virtual np-electrons in
the chemical bond) the expected CS can be written as
w14x:
d(i)sCnsQnsqC(ny1)dQ(ny1)dqQns(Qnsy1)Dns
qQ(ny1)d(Q(ny1)dy1)D(ny1)d
qQnsQ(ny1)dDns,(ny1)dq«

(1’)

where Cns and C(ny1)d are the shifts in the X-ray line
energy when one ns-electron and one (ny1)d-electron
are removed, respectively, from the atom with the chosen
reference configuration; Dns, D(ny1)d, (Dns, (ny1)d) is the
change in electrostatic interaction between equivalent
(non-equivalent) electrons in the atom when an X-ray
quantum is emitted. The C and D parameters can be
easily calculated by quantum mechanics atomic methods
w14,15x without the application of any quantum-chemical
approximations (e.g. the MO theory). The combination
of experimental values of CS of different X-ray lines
forms a system of equations Eq. (1). This system makes
it possible for most of the light elements (up to 5d) to
find the values of Qnl from the experimental values of
d(i) in the ‘free atom–free ion’ model w15x.
For heavy atoms in which prerequisites appear for
relatively independent participation of split components
of valence orbitals in chemical bonding, it is necessary
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to take into account the SOS of valence orbitals:
d(i)sf(i)(Qnl").

(2)

Then for actinide atoms, the populations of five levels
become the CS parameters:
d(i)sf(i)(Q5fq, Q5fy, Q6dq, Q6dy, Q7s).

(2’)

However, the system of equations (29) has no solutions or the solutions have no physical meaning w16,17x.
We have suggested that this is due to the imperfection
of the chemical bond model used. When the valence
possibilities of an atom are manifested, in addition to
the processes of valence electron density distribution
between the chemical bond participants, finer intraatomic processes of electron density redistribution probably also takes place between the split valence levels of
the heavy atom. In this case, not only the charge nonrelativistic component (d(Qi)) provides a contribution to
the experimental value of CS but also the effects related
to changes in the fine structure of valence levels of the
atom when its chemical state changes. These may be
the effects of redistribution of electron and spin density
between the split (q) and (y) components of valence
5f- and(or) 6d-orbitals: 5fql5fy and(or) 6dql6dy.
It should be noted that these processes in valence orbitals
do not change the charge state of the atom and, hence,
cannot be taken into account in the system of equations
(29). However, they can lead to a considerable energetic
stabilization of the atomic system. Therefore, their contribution to experimental values of CS for heavy atoms
can be considerable. Then the experimentally measured
CS can be represented by the sum:
(i)
(i)
d(i)sdQ
qdRel
.

(3)

The first item of this sum describes the fraction of
electron density spent for chemical bond formation. This
electron transition from split components of valence
orbitals takes place strictly proportional to their statistical weights 2jq1. This item has the following physical
sense: the CS of the center of gravity of a multiplet (or
a doublet), which includes the i-th X-ray line. The value
of d(Qi) can be found from the rule of sums w18,19x, e.g.
for 2p-3d multiplet of the L-series of uranium:
d(Qi)'d(2p-3d)s

9d(La1)q5d(Lb1)qd(La2)
,
15

is{La1, Lb1, Lb2}.

(4)

The difference between CS of a single line and that
of the center of gravity of the multiplet will determine
the desired value of the relativistic component of CS.

Fig. 2. Illustration to the calculation of La1-uranium line chemical
shift in UO3 with respect to UO2.

For example for ULa1-line:
dRel(La1)sd(La1)ydQ(La1)
sd(La1)yd(2p-3d).

(5)

It should be noted that for most compounds with
atoms of light elements (excepted some compounds of
3d-elements) the shifts of line contained in one multiplet
are approximately equal w15,20–27x and, therefore,
(i)
d(i)fdQ
.
4. Results and discussion
The most complete information about the state of the
atomic system can be obtained from the array of CS of
a set of X-ray lines, which is a pattern of chemical
states of the investigated atom in the multidimensional
space of CS. The qualitative comparison of these patterns of atoms in different chemical states with the
theoretically calculated patterns for models of chemical
bonding process makes it possible to draw conclusions
about changes taking place in the valence shell of the
atom.
In order to reveal those processes in the atomic system
which reflected the relativistic component of CS, spectra
were measured and CS values were obtained for the
first time for 12 most intensive hard X-ray emission
lines of the uranium L-series for uranium (VI) oxide
UO3 and uranium fluoride UF4 with respect to uranium
(IV) oxide UO2 (Fig. 2). Experimental results are given
in Table 1. For the same compounds, CS of centers of
gravity of two multiplets (2p-3d and 2p-4d) and three
doublets (2s-3p, 2s-4p, and 2p-3s) were calculated from
Eq. (4). After this, according to Eq. (3), relativistic
components of CS of lines contained in these multiplets
(doublets) were singled out. On the basis of the obtained
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Multiplet
line
Transition
Error
UO2
UO3
UF4
a
b

2p-3d
La1

2p-4d
La2

3dq™2pq
3dy™2pq
"3
"3
0
0
y152
q88
d(2p-3d)sy71
y28
y38
d(2p-3d)sy24

Lb1

a

3dy™2py
"4
0
q43
y13

Lb2

2s-3p
Lb15

4dq™2pq
4dy™2pq
"3
"5
0
0
y85
q44
d(2p-4d)sy48
q6
y32
d(2p-4d)sy1

b

2s-4p

Lg1

Lb4

4dy™2py
"4
0
y1

3py™2s
3pq™2s
"6
"6
0
0
q15
y169
d(2s-3p)sy108
y38
y85
d(2s-3p)sy69

y7

Lb3

b

Lg3

b

2p-3s
Lg2

b

4pq™2s
4py™2s
"6
"4
0
0
y97
q5
d(2s-4p)sy63
y28
y14
d(2s-4p)sy23

To eliminate the effect of the LIII-absorption edge on the CS of dLb1-line w28x, the following relation can be used: dLb1sdLg1ydLb15 qdLa2 .
Measurement of the CS was especially difficult because of low line intensity (50 times lower than the intensity of the most marked ULa1-line).

Llb

Lhb

3s™2pq
3s™2py
"6
"7
0
0
y63
y102
d(2p-3s)sy76
y20
y40
d(2p-3s)sy27
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Table 1
Chemical shifts (d, in meV) of 12 X-ray emission lines of the uranium L-series for UF4 and UO3 with respect to UO2 and chemical shifts of the centers of gravity of multiplets (doublets)
calculated on their basis
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Table 2
Partial values of effective charges (in units of electron charge) of 5f(Q5f) and 6d-(Q6d) orbitals on uranium atom in uranium (VI) oxide
and uranium fluoride (with respect to uranium (IV) oxide)
Effective charge

Q5f

Q6d

8QsQ5fqQ6d

Error
UO2
UO3
UF4

"0.03
0
q0.25
q0.14

"0.12
0
q0.28
q0.45

"0.12
0
q0.53
q0.59

data by excluding the relativistic component of the CS,
we calculated the partial values of the effective charges
of 5f- (Q5f) and 6d-orbitals (Q6d) on the uranium atom
(Table 2). It can be seen that quite expected data are
obtained: the values of Q5f and Q6d are positive. The
charges on the uranium atom (SQ) in UO3 and UF4
commensurable and are greater then in UO2, which
corresponds to general concepts about electronegativety
of bond partners.
It is of interest to compare relativistic and nonrelativistic components of two pairs of compounds:
UF4 –UO2 and UO3 –UO2. It is evident that in the former
case only the charge on the atom changes and in the
latter case not only the charge but also the valence state
of uranium atom changes from IV to VI. As can be
seen in Fig. 3 in which relativistic patterns are shown,
there is a drastic qualitative and quantitative difference
i)
in the behavior of d(Rel
for the pairs UF4 –UO2 and
UO3 –UO2. The pattern of change in the uranium valence
state (UO3 –UO2) differs fundamentally from that only
for charge change (UF4 –UO2), although both these
processes concern only valence orbitals of the atom. On
passing to the non-relativistic (charge) case, the processes in split components of uranium valence orbitals
(5f andyor 6d) are leveled out. As can be seen from
Fig. 4, qualitative differences in two processes disappear.
Now shifts reflect only the change of charge on the
uranium atom and, as our Dirac–Hartree–Fock (DHF)
calculation of C5f- and C6d-parameters shown, the nonrelativistic patterns for the pairs UF4 –UO2 and UO3 –
UO2 are qualitatively identical with the patterns of the
removal of one electron from 5f-(C5f) or 6d-(C6d)
uranium orbital to infinity.
On the basis of the above facts and considerations, it
can be concluded that the relativistic component of CS
of hard X-ray emission lines provides an information
about the change in the valence state of the atom in a
compound. To elucidate the effects in the valence region
of the uranium atom, which lead to the formation of the
relativistic component of CS, we have carried out the
theoretical DHF calculation of changes in energy of
uranium L X-Ray lines during the following relativistic
processes:
1. removal of one U 5f5y2-electron (5fy™`);
2. removal of one U 5f7y2-electron (5fq™`);

Fig. 3. Relativistic patterns of transitions with change in the valence
state of the atom (UO3§UO2 ) and with a change only in the charge
on the atom (UF4§UO2).

3. removal of one U 6d3y2-electron (6d-™`);
4. removal of one U 6d5y2-electron (6dq™`);
5. transition of one electron from U 5f5y2- to U 5f7y2orbital (5fy™5fq); and
6. transition of one electron from U 6d3y2- to U 6d5y2orbital (6dy™6dq).
The change in energy of the X-ray line n9l9™n99l99
(i.e. theoretical CS) when the uranium atom passes from
1.5
1
0
2
the initial configuration wRnx 5f1.5
y 5fq 6dy 6dq 7s into

Fig. 4. Non-relativistic (charge) patterns of transitions with change in
the valence state of the atom (UO3§UO2 ) and with a change only
in the charge on the atom (UF4§UO2).
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This behavior is demonstrated by the relativistic components of experimental CS of X-ray emission uranium
lines for UO3 with respect to UO2. This coincidence of
patterns suggests that the intra-atomic relativistic
U5fqlU5fy transition is possible.
5. Conclusion and outlook

Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental relativistic pattern for the
UO3§UO2 transition with theoretical patterns for: (1) removal of
one U5f5y2-electron (5fy™`); (2) removal of one U5f7y2-electron
(5fq™`); (3) transition of one electron from U5f5y2- to U5f7y2orbital (5fy™5fq); (4) transition of one electron from U6d3y2- to
U6d5y2-orbital (6dy™6dq).

the final configuration was calculated from the equation:
DEn9l9™n0l0swE(n9l9)yE(n0l0)xfinalywE(n9l9)
yE(n0l0)xinitial

(6)

where E(nl) is the total DHF-energy of an atom with a
vacancy on the inner nl-shell.
In Fig. 5, the results of CS calculations of a series of
uranium L X-Ray lines for the processes in the valence
region of the atom (in other words, the pattern of
theoretical models of chemical bonding in actinides) are
i)
compared with the values of d(Rel
(is{ULa1, ULa2,
ULb1, ULb2, ULb3, ULb4, ULb15, ULg1, ULg2,
ULg3, ULl, ULh}) for UO3 with respect to UO2 from
experimental data. The removal of one electron from
the 5fq- or 5fy- orbital leads to a great negative shift
of all investigated lines (y500 meV-d(i)-y150
meV). The removal of one electron from the 6dq- or
6dy-orbital leads to a slight positive shifts of all investigated lines (q50 meV-d(i)-q80 meV). Moreover,
CS of different lines does not differ greatly. The relativistic transition of one electron from U6dy- to U6dqsubshell is represented by a more complex pattern.
However, energy shifts of all lines are positive (from q
1 meV for the ULb1-line to q86 meV for the ULb15line). Fig. 5 shows that only the relativistic electron
transition from U5fy- to U5fq-subshell (5fy™5fq) is
in good agreement with experiment. Complex variations
of CS of different lines are observed: from y127 meV
for the ULa1-line to q177 meV for the ULa2-line.

On the basis of the above experiments and calculations it can be concluded that the relativistic component
of CS is determined by the intra-atomic relativistic
redistribution between split 5fy- and 5fq-orbitals of
uranium atom fine structure when its valence state is
changed. Its analogue is to a certain extent the nonrelativistic Th6dlTh5f transition in thorium compounds with which the beginning of 5f-levels filling in
the actinides series is related w16x. It may be suggested
that the U5fqlU5fy transition is a fine energetic
tuning to specific chemical state. Apart from the SOS
effect it is of interest to investigate the effect of ‘felements contraction’ and finally to consider the evolution of relativistic effects on chemical properties of
atoms in the Th, U, Np – series.
Hence, we have shown that uranium chemical bonding (possibly, also that of other actinides) includes two
processes:
1. Inter-atomic distribution of valence electron density
between chemical bond participants. In other words,
the non-relativistic removal of electrons from split
valence orbitals is proportional to their statistical
weights. This process leads to the appearance of the
charge component of CS, which is the CS of the
center of gravity of the whole multiplet.
2. Relativistic intra-atomic redistribution of electron
density between split 5fy- and 5fq-components of
uranium atom fine structure. This process does not
change the charge on the uranium atom and is
reflected in relativistic component of CS.
An important problem also arises about the correlation
of these two processes: distribution and redistribution of
electron density on valence levels of the actinide atom
during the chemical bonding.
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